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The analysis of solutions to transport problems known methods found the existing imbalance between the number of 

vehicles and total distance. The shorter distance is achieved by a considerable increase in vehicles. These factors dem-
onstrate the need for the development of genetic algorithms for solving the transportation problem. Proposed modified 
genetic algorithm based on the canonical genetic algorithm, which reflects the specifics of the transport task. This algo-
rithm is applied to the optimization process scheduling transportation. Design of a class library of genetic algorithms. 
The software implementation is done in an environment C#. 
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ПРИКЛАДНІ АСПЕКТИ ЗАСТОСУВАННЯ ГЕНЕТИЧНИХ АЛГОРИТМІВ 
У ТРАНСПОРТНИХ ЗАДАЧАХ  
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Проведений аналіз результатів рішення транспортних задач відомими методами виявив існуючій дисбаланс 

між кількістю транспортних засобів та загальною пройденою відстанню. Зменшення відстані досягається знач-
ним збільшенням транспортних засобів. Ці фактори показують необхідність розробки комплексу генетичних 
алгоритмів для рішення транспортної задачі. Запропонований модифікований генетичний алгоритм на основі 
канонічного генетичного алгоритму, який відображає специфіку транспортної задачі. Цей алгоритм застосова-
ний для процесу оптимізації розкладів транспортних перевезень. Виконано проектування бібліотеки класів 
генетичних алгоритмів. Програмна реалізація виконана в середовищі С#.  

Ключові слова: транспортна задача, NP-важкі задачі, канонічний генетичний алгоритм, бібліотека класів 
генетичних алгоритмів,  евристика, логістика. 

 
PROBLEM STATEMENT.One of the modern bio-

nic principles of solving a wide class of applications, 
which are intractable tasks by  classical methods, espe-
cially in the area of NP-complete optimization prob-
lems, is the use of GA – adaptive search methods that 
implement evolutionary computation, based on the 
genetic processes of biological organisms.The efficien-
cy and quality of transport complexes (TC) largely de-
pends on the rational coordination of the various modes 
of transport, optimal redistribution between traffic vo-
lumes and the formation of the necessary management 
decisions. Solution these and other scientific and ap-
plied tasks requires the formation of appropriate organi-
zational and functional structures at the regional and 
national levels, which should assume the functions 
associated with the various modes of transport as hori-
zontally (different modes of transport), and vertical 
(industrial, regional and state levels).  

EXPERIMENTAL PART AND RESULTS OB-
TAINED. Effective organization of work in different 
types of transport requires the solution of a number of 
important scientific and applied problems, the main 
ones are:  

– formation of state and regional TC as a single 
functional units in the structure of public administration 
transport system; 

– development of mathematical models of effective 
functioning of the individual elements of the TC in the 
modern market conditions;  

– development of methods and algorithms of optimi-
zation of TC;  

– formation of informational and functional organi-
zational structures and systems, organizational man-

agement, production processes TC;  
– development of methods of forecasting the eco-

nomic production and financial activity of the TC;  
– formation of the market of transport-forwarding 

services. 
At the moment only in the technological essence of 

the process of cargo transportation at different levels 
and stages of their life cycle operation is divided inter-
ests of individual actors are not coordinated and, in 
General, focused on economic confrontation, there is a 
system interaction customers and transporters. The 
existing system of production organization and man-
agement does not provide the optimal choice of the 
economic-organizational criteria and does not direct 
transport to the high efficiency of their performance. 
Integration processes that occur in TC at this stage of its 
operation, are not able to provide its innovative devel-
opment and do not meet the requirements for structural 
and temporal adequacy of the global logistics processes.  

The organization of the consolidated transportation 
process should reduce the cost of processes of transpor-
tation in comparison with the option to self-perform a 
full range of logistics operations by the consignee. It is 
necessary to ensure the development of transport infra-
structure in points of direct interaction between different 
modes of transport and create multifunctional TC, as 
well as information and logistics centres. Thus, the 
problem of substantial improvement of organizational 
production management in TC countries and regions at 
the present stage is urgent and requires an appropriate 
solution based on the implementation of modern tech-
nical, technological, organizational, and economic activ-
ities. 
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One way of saving resources in the transportation of 
goods is the application of the systems decision support 
(DSS) in the field of transport logistics. The develop-
ment of software packages, comprehensively solve the 
problem of the subject area requires serious research 
with the aim of obtaining efficient algorithms suitable 
for use in everyday practice. 

Intelligent information system (IIS), underlying any 
DSS must have the application architecture and have the 
user-friendly interface for ease of use. 

IIS should have the following functionality: 
– Providing information management support 

transportation. 
– Solution the transportation problem by different 

methods. 
– Universal class for working with genetic algo-

rithms.  
– Finding the optimal solution for scheduling 

transportation. 
The purpose of the transportation activity is consi-

dered to be reached when performing six conditions:  
– the desired product;  
– the required quality;  
– in sufficient quantities;  
– at a certain time;  
– at the appointed place;  
– at minimum cost. 
By now we know a lot of algorithms for solving 

problems of vehicle routing problem (VRP). For the 
most part this is a heuristic methods used in the pres-
ence of a matrix of distances or information about the 
location of the vertex on the plane. VRP is an NP-hard 
problem, therefore, the most intensive search is con-
ducted in the direction of approximate algorithms. Pro-
posed exact methods for solving the VRP, as, for exam-
ple, a method of branches and borders, but the computa-
tion time when their use is growing too quickly. VRP 
involves a significantly larger number of options for 
viewing than gears with the same number of vertices, 
while the application of the method of branch and 
bound to solve the gear is already difficult for datasets 
with 30 vertices and more. 

Among the classical methods for solving VRP can 
enumerate the following [1]: 

1. Construction algorithms – algorithm Clarke-
Wright and its extensions, the sequential insertion of 
Mole – James, sequential algorithm for insertion Chris-
tofides–Mingozzi–Toth. 

2. Two-phase classical algorithms. 
3. The covering algorithm, the algorithm petals 
4. The algorithm of Fischer – Jaikumar, the algo-

rithm Bramel–Simchy– Levy. 
5. Classic improving the algorithms. 
Formal mathematical models of decision making 

currently, all more fully reflect the complexity of real-
world problems that, on the one hand, makes them more 
adequate to real systems, and on the other, leads to the 
need to tackle more complex optimization problem. 
Basic properties of real-world optimization problems – 
the presence of many criteria, significant restrictions, 
variables measured in different and algorithmic job 
functions make it impossible to use traditional methods. 
The way out of this situation is the use of adaptive sto-

chastic algorithms, successfully overcoming these diffi-
culties.  

One of the most frequently used in this setting ap-
proaches are evolutionary algorithms [2] that represent 
stochastic optimization procedures that mimic the 
processes of natural evolution, in particular genetic 
algorithms (GA) as in Fig. 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 – Basic  Genetic Algorithm 
 

Outline of the Basic Genetic Algorithm:  
1 [Start]Generate random population of n chromo-

somes (suitable solutions for the problem). 
1. [Fitness] Evaluate the fitness f(x) of each chro-

mosome x in the population. 
2. [New population] Create a new population by 

repeating following steps until the new population is 
complete. 

3. [Selection] Select two parent chromosomes from 
a population according to their fitness (the better fitness, 
the bigger chance to be selected). 

4. [Crossover] With a crossover probability cros-
sover the parents to form a new offspring (children). If 
no crossover was performed, offspring is an exact copy 
of parents.  

5. [Mutation] With a mutation probability mutate 
new offspring a teach locus (position in chromosome). 

6. [Accepting] Place new offspring in a new popu-
lation. 

7. [Replace] Use new generated population for a 
further run of algorithm. 

8. [Test] If the end condition (for example number 
of populations or improvement of the best solution) is 
satisfied, stop, and return the best solution in current 
population. 

9. [Loop] Gotostep 2.  
 Algorithmic job functions and  variables measured 

in different do not pose additional difficulties for GA, 
which are binary representations of the solutions and do 
not require information about the properties of the ob-
jective functions. However, there are many criteria and 
limitations hinder the use of GA in practical tasks, since 
most of the approaches proposed in the field of evolu-
tionary optimization, focused only on one problem, i.e., 
either there are many criteria, or the presence of restric-
tions. Approaches combining both directions, are rare, 
and their efficiency is not always satisfactory [3]. Thus, 
the improvement of existing and development of new 
efficient adaptive search algorithms conditional multi-
objective optimization is an actual scientific problem. 
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It is known that the classical algorithms do not have 
the possibility of parallelization and have exponential 
increase in execution time from the dimension of the 
problem. I.e., the number of mathematical operations 
(commands) grows exponentially, and the development 
of processor elements (increase the clock frequency, 
reducing the number of cycles instruction execution, the 
delay to fetch data from memory) does not compensate 
for the growing (with increasing problem dimension) 
needs to classical algorithms. Exact methods of solving 
transportation problems (TP), allow you to find a solu-
tion only for problems with a small number of clients 
(i.e., up to 50 clients). To solve large-scale problems 
exact methods are not effective in relation to their lot of 
time. However, right now, requires efficient algorithms 
for solving large-scale problems, because currently, 
there is a globalization of the economy. This leads to the 
necessity of planning transport operations with a large 
number of customers, i.e., TP of high dimensionality. 
Thus, the solution TP high dimensionality is an impor-
tant task. One of the classes TP is TP with a time limit. 
This class of problems is difficult to solve, but it is 
necessary and widely used in practice. Model TP-
limited time describes: banking and postal delivery, 
transportation of people, the collection of industrial and 
household waste, food delivery, delivery of fuel and 
materials to enterprises. An important drawback of these 
algorithms is that they are not designed to solve prob-
lems with changing the number of requests from clients, 
which is important today in connection with the devel-
opment of mobile communications, enabling them to 
track the route of the vehicle and to transmit the mod-
ified route. Therefore, the task of developing complex 
algorithms for solving TP with static and dynamic cus-
tomer requests is an actual scientific problem. 

TP with the time limit belongs to the class of NP-
hard problems, exact solution methods for problems of 
this type is effective in a small number of clients (i.e., 
up to 50 clients). The main methods of solving this 
problem with a large number of clients are heuristic and 
meta heuristics methods. The best results in solving test 
problems give hybrid algorithms, guided by the global 
heuristic (meta heuristics), which, in turn, in the process 
of looking at the intermediate stages uses various me-
thods to improve the route based on the method of local 
search. Effective are different post optimization proce-
dures that improve specific final decision and tech-
niques to adapt the algorithm to the current task (when 
at different stages of the search are used in different 
parts of the algorithm).  

Mathematically TP with limited time can be 
represented as a graph G=(N, A), where: Nisthe set of 
vertices corresponding to the set of customers) (peaks 1, 
2, ..., n) and the source depot, which begin and end their 
route all vehicles (vertices 0 and n+1); A –set of arcs 
connecting the vertices of the graph. We introduce the 
notation: 
C – many clients, |C| = n; 
i, j is the i-th and j-th clients ; 
Aijis an arc that connects the i-th and j-th vertex;  
di is the demand of the i-th customer; 
tij is the travel time of arc (i, j), consisting of the service 
time of customer i and the travel time of the vehicle 

from customer i to customer j; 
cij – the cost of car travel from customer i to customer j; 
V is the number of identical vehicles of capacity q; 
k–k-th vehicle; 
[ai, bi] is the time window – the period of time during 
which must be serviced by the i-th customer; Si

k – arriv-
al time of the k-th vehicle to the i-th customer; the de-
parture time from the depot for all cars equal to 0 (i.e., 
S0k= 0 ); Xij

k is a variable taking values {0, 1} and cha-
racterizing the direction of movement of the car: 
Xij

k= 1 – from customer i to customer j, Xij
k= 0 – in the 

opposite direction. 
The solution of the transport problem using genetic 

algorithms. TC with the time limit can be described as 
follows [4]. There are a number of vehicles, one ware-
house (depot) and a number of clients. For each vehicle 
you want to make a route over which a vehicle visits a 
number of clients (for example, to deliver any cargo). 
On the route of each vehicle there are a number of limi-
tations. The main limitation is represented by the formu-
las (1) to (3).  
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Constraint (1) believes that every client is served by 
only one transport meanand only once. Variables Xij

k-

take values {0, 1}, where 1 means that the car moves 
from vertex i to vertex j, 0 – otherwise. The upper index 
k is denoted by the corresponding car, where Vk  , V 
is the number of identical transport mean  of capacity q. 
Constraint (2) determines that the transport mean  can-
not serve more customers than its capacity di is the de-
mand of the corresponding client, Сi  , C – many 
clients. Constraint (3) is the time limit; the arrival of the 
vehicle to the customer must be within the time win-
dow, where Si

k is the arrival time of the corresponding 
vehicle to a specific client, and [ai, bi] – period of time, 
the so-called time window (time window) for which 
must be serviced by the customer. For this task are for-
mulated the following goal (objective function): the 
primary goal is to minimize the total number of vehicles 
required to service all clients; secondary is to minimize 
the total service time of all customers and the total dis-
tance traveled by all transport means.    

Exact methods based on the methods of directed 
enumeration, are not effectively solve the problem of 
high dimensionality. Heuristic and met heuristics me-
thods, which include genetic algorithms, give more 
acceptable results. 

 Designing a class library for genetic algorithms. 
Software implementation of the class library GA is 
implemented on the platform .NET Framework and 
shell development MS Visual Studio, programming 
language – C# [5]. 

Created a generic class library that implements the 
basic steps GA: 

1. The creation of a population. 
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2. Selection. 
3. Crossing. 
4. Mutation. 
Created a base class Base Species. All types must be 

derived from the base class Base Species<T Species>, 
where TSpecies – specific derived type: 
Abstract public class Base Species<T Species>: 
{  
Comparable where  
T Species: Bas eSpecies<T Species> 
{...} 
static protected Cross (double x, double y) 
{...} 
static protected double Mutation (double val) 
{...} 
static protected double Test Chromosomes () 
{...} 
} 

As you can see from the code, Base Species is an ab-
stract class that contains static protected methods for 
crossing and mutation. Let us examine some of the 
methods in more detail. Let's start with the methods that 
must be implemented in derived classes: static protected 
double Test Chromosomes ().This method should set the 
internal protected Boolean variable m_Dead that shows 
fit chromosomes of the limitations that they impose (for 
example, in our example, are the values of the chromo-
somes in the interval [–5.0; 5.0]). If the value of the 
chromosomes suit us, then m_Dead is set to false, oth-
erwise – true. With this variable (obtained through the 
property Dead) population rejects obviously unsuccess-
ful. The next method that you must implement in de-
rived class, it is abstract public T Species Cross (T Spe-
cies Species). 

This method creates a new view, crossing himself 
and another type that is passed as an argument. Here 
you need to make some notes. Usually, if the view con-
tains multiple chromosomes, and hybrid chromosomes 
"one species", i.e. in our case a0 cross itself (i.e. this) 
and a0 to another similar cross a1 and a1, i.e. it makes 
no sense to breed a0 yourself and a1 of another class. 
The sense of crossing is that you take one part of the 
chromosome itself and the second part of another type 
and create a new chromosome, which will be held in a 
new form. Often chromosome in bitove. The essence 
bitwise crossing is that the first randomly selected break 
point (crossing) of the chromosome, then create a new 
chromosome, which consists of a left part of the first 
chromosome and the right second. For example, sup-
pose we have two eight-bit chromosome: 10110111 and 
01110010. Randomly selected break point (marked by 
the symbol '|'): 
101 | 10111 and 011 | 10010  

From here we can get the following two chromo-
somes – 101 10010 and 011 10111. You can also search 
for two or more points of intersection. Thus, we must 
have a constructor that creates the appearance of the 
chromosomes. For this class Base Species included the 
implementation of known static methods for mating 
chromosomes of some types ( Double, Int64 and Int32). 
Let us consider the first two methods. In this case, there 
are two intersection points: first, in the middle of a 
word, the second the sign of the number, that is, first 

crossed chromosomes in bitove without regard to sign, 
and then also randomly selected for a sign from one of 
the chromosomes – public void Mutation (). 

The next step is mutation. Mutation operates on a 
single chromosome. In theory, when mutations can 
occur any changes. But in this implementation the muta-
tion changes one bit in the word. Mutations occur rela-
tively rarely. For example, often in practice, the proba-
bility of mutation is set 5–10 %, but sometimes we try 
to make it a little more (about 30 %). The process of 
selecting chromosomes for mutation can be solved by 
using random selection (as the simplest option - random 
number generator). Quite often as a mutation for small 
numbers it is better to use not written above function, 
but simply a random number generator that generates a 
random number in a certain interval. 

Implementation of population (class Population) –
public class Population<T Species> where T Species: 
Base Species<T Species>. 

As you can see, it has a generic parameter that is a 
type, which must be derived from Base Species<T Spe-
cies>.Let's start with the properties that must be confi-
gured before you begin algorithm: 

– Max Size (Int32) – maximum number of species 
that can contain the population. This is the size to which 
"cut" the population after mating. The default is 500. 

– Cross Possibility (Double) – the probability of 
crossing. It must be in the interval (0.0; 1.0). If this 
condition is not met, implement an Argument Out Of 
Range Exception Exception. By default this value is set 
equal to 0.95. 

– Mutation Possibility (Double) – the probability of 
mutation. It must be in the interval (0.0; 1.0). If this 
condition is not met, implement an Argument Out Of 
Range Exception exception. 

In the work value of the probability of selection is 
taken equal to 1.0. Otherwise there would be no need to 
remove the worst kinds of populations according to the 
values of a certain probability. But in any case, the spe-
cies whose chromosomes do not fall within the desired 
interval, or do not meet any other specified conditions 
(the so-called dead species), should be removed any-
way. 

Now let's look at the public methods that will need 
to address: 

– public void Add (T Species species) – add new 
type in the population. The necessary number of species 
should be added in-hand. Before the algorithm requires 
that the population was at least two types. The number 
of species in a population may be smaller than the set 
value of Max Size.If after breeding population size is 
less than Max Size, just not removed the worst kinds 
(even the dead). 

– void NextGeneration ()– get the next population. 
This method may take a lot of time, so it is best to call 
from a separate thread. 

The overall plan for the use of the library. 
Consider the General plan of the steps when using 

the library: 
– Create a class type that is derived from Base 

Species<T Species>, where the argument of generaliza-
tion in BaseSpecies is passed the name of the class type. 

– Inside the class type to create a set of chromo-
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somes necessary types. 
– Abstract method overloading public T Species 

Cross (T Species Species), which should create a new 
look. As a method parameter is an individual of the 
same species, which must be crossing. 

– Overloading the property (only get public double 
FinalFunc ()), that returns the value of the objective 
function. If the target function complex, it is convenient 
to store the value of the objective function in a separate 
variable whose value and returns this property, and the 
calculation of the objective function to be implemented 
in the constructor of the form. 

– Overloaded method public void Mutation (). 
– Overloaded method public override void Test-

Chromosomes (), which sets the value of the variable 
m_Dead to true if this type we do not knowingly ar-
ranges, for example, e is the value of its chromosomes 
falls within the prescribed limits, and to false otherwise. 

– Create population Population<TSpecies>, which 
will keep individuals as required. 

– Call the Reset () method population for removal 
of all kinds, if they were already in the population. 

– Through Max Size population to set the maxi-
mum size of the population. 

– To establish the probability of mutation through 
the property Mutation Possibility. The value of this 
property must lie in the range from 0 to 1. The default 
value is set to 0.1. 

– To establish the probability of crossing through 
the property Cross Possibility. The value of this proper-
ty must lie in the range from 0 to 1, with zero probabili-
ty of crossing is not allowed. The default value is set to 
0.95. 

– Add to the population needed the number of in-
dividuals of the respective species through method void 
Add (Tspecies). 

– Call method void Next Generation () as long, 
while in the population need be, for example, until it 
reaches the desired value tolerance. 

– Through the property Tspecies Best Species can 
get the best at a given iteration (in this generation) an 
individual of the species, in which the objective func-
tion is smaller than the other. 

Software implementation. Thanks created the class 
library, you can implement any modification of the 
genetic algorithms . So, use it to implement the follow-
ing algorithm: 

Step 1.Construction of the initial population of a cer-
tain size (the initialization statement). 

Step 2. Select two parent chromosomes from the 
population (operator selection). 

Step 3. Copy the selected chromosomes and applica-
tion of genetic operators to create new chromosomes 
(operators of crossover, mutation). 

Step 4.The selection and subsequent removal of the 
chromosomes from the population to recover to its orig-
inal size. 

Step 5. Until not completed the specified number of 
steps, return to step 2; otherwise, end the algorithm. 
The first step is finding the initial population, as in Fig. 2, 
this would solve the transportation problem by the me-
thod of the North-West corner” and the method “mini-
mum elements”. 

 

 
Figure 2 – Finding the Initial Population 

 
The resulting table will be the source samples as in 

Fig. 3. 
 

 
Figure 3 – Original Sample 

 
After sampling software package performs crossover 

and mutation. Then there is a formation of the optimal 
solution as in Fig. 4. 

 

 
Figure 4 –Optimal Solution 

 
CONCLUSIONS. The problem of decision making 

under uncertainty has an important place in the General 
problem of decision making. The successful solution of 
this problem is currently impossible without the use of 
new information technologies, as an integral part of the 
intellectual tools of information processing.The use of 
various modifications of HA allows to solve the prob-
lem of choosing the optimal parameters of methods, 
models and algorithms for decision support under un-
certainty in an acceptable time. Based on the proposed 
algorithm software developed software environment 
that allows you to solve practical problems in manage-
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ment decisions. Studying the problem of optimization of 
logistics processes for managing objects, we can con-
clude that the use of genetic algorithms for solving such 
problems is a powerful mathematical tool and can be 
used for a wide range of applied problems, which can be 
enabled and those that are difficult or impossible to 
solve by other methods. The following functions are 
implemented as software: 

– Create a generic class for working with genetic 
algorithms.  

– The solution of the transport problem by differ-
ent methods. 

– Finding the optimal solution for scheduling 
transportation. 

The main advantage of evolutionary, genetic me-
thods can be called relatively simple (compared to tradi-
tional methods of decision) adaptation of the algorithm 
to different variants of the task. Using the same version 
of the algorithm can solve a number of similar tasks. 
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ПРИКЛАДНЫЕ АСПЕКТЫ ИСПОЛЬЗОВАНИЯ ГЕНЕТИЧЕСКИХ АЛГОРИТМОВ  
В ТРАНСПОРТНЫХ ЗАДАЧАХ 

Е. В. Скакалина 
Полтавский национальный технический университет имени Юрия Кондратюка 
просп. Первомайский, 24, г. Полтава, 36011, Украина. E-mail: elena.skakalina@bk.ru 
Проведенный анализ результатов решения транспортных задач известными методами выявил существую-

щий дисбаланс между количеством транспортных средств и общим пройденным расстоянием. Уменьшение 
расстояния достигается значительным увеличением транспортных средств. Эти факторы показывают необхо-
димость разработки комплекса генетических алгоритмов для решения транспортной задачи. Предложен моди-
фицированный генетический алгоритм на основе канонического генетического алгоритма, который отражает 
специфику транспортной задачи. Этот алгоритм применен для процесса оптимизации расписаний транспорт-
ных перевозок. Выполнено проектирование библиотеки классов генетических алгоритмов. Программная реали-
зация выполнена в среде С#. 

Ключевые слова: транспортная задача, NP-сложные задачи, канонический генетический алгоритм, библио-
тека классов генетических алгоритмов, эвристика, логистика. 
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